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Growth of amorphous carbon: Low-energy molecular dynamics simulation
of atomic bombardment
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The growth of amorphous carbon thin film on a@111# diamond surface has been studied by a tight-binding
molecular dynamics technique. Six different three-dimensional networks were constructed with periodic
boundary conditions in two dimensions. Time-dependent nonequilibrium growth was simulated and densities,
radial distribution functions, coordination numbers, bond angle distributions, and ring statistics were analyzed.
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At the early stage of the structure investigations the am
phous carbon (a-C) was studied by diffraction techniques.1–6

The first experiment was carried out by a Japanese grou
an evaporateda-C sample using electron diffraction.1 They
proposed a microcrystalline model ofa-C structure, consist-
ing of graphitelike and diamondlike regions. A diffractio
study of a small volume ofa-C material, which sample wa
prepared by a filtered vacuum-arc method, measured ne
100% of thesp3 atomic configuration.4 Another neutron dif-
fraction study was employed on an anomalousa-C sample in
order to decide whether the structure has temperature de
dence or not.5 The sample contained mostlysp2 atomic ar-
rangements.

There is no experimental method for the determination
microscopic structures in three dimensions. Efforts to
velop simulation techniques for analyzing atomic scale str
tures are therefore continually being made. Monte Carlo
molecular dynamics~MD! simulations need potentials tha
are often difficult to derive yet are essential to simulatio
Basically two different interatomic potentials are usually a
plied. The first set contains classical empirical potentia
Although simulations based on these potentials achieved
markable success,7–10 extension of the simulation method t
quantum mechanics is important. Structural simulations w
carried out usingab initio or modified Car-Parinello densit
functional theory~DFT! method fora-C.11–13An alternative
possibility is to find tight-binding~TB! models that could be
applied to larger systems~a few hundred atoms! and could
be less time consuming than DFT. In the last decade ap
cations of different TB potentials were widespread in t
MD study of covalent systems.14–17

In the experiments amorphous carbon films are usu
prepared by evaporation growth techniques. During
evaporation, carbon atoms directed towards the targe
they reach the surface they could~i! scatter backwards,~ii !
penetrate under the surface atoms,~iii ! start collision-
cascade, or~iv! chemically bond on the surface producin
the growth of amorphous carbon. The processes mentio
@~i!–~iv!# mainly depend on the conditions of the enviro
ment. The most important parameters are substrate temp
ture Tsub and the kinetic energiesEbeam of bombarding car-
bon atoms. The diamondlike amorphous carbon is usu
prepared at low pressure (1025 mbar), with the substrate
temperature lower than 100 °C. In the experiments, nega
bias is usually applied to accelerate the carbon ions from
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plasma, causing an extreme increase of initial kinetic ene
~usually around 300–500 eV from 5–10 eV!. However, there
are some neutral atoms that mainly contribute to the surf
growth because their kinetic energy~1–10 eV! is too low to
penetrate under the surface. The aim of this Brief Report i
describe in detail the low energy~1–5 eV! bombardment of
the target surface. In this case the occurrence of proce
~ii ! and ~iii ! is highly negligible.

Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to stu
the dynamics of the growth process. The tight-bindi
Hamiltonian of Xu, Wang, Chan, and Ho17 was used to cal-
culate interatomic potential between carbon atoms. This
alistic TB potential has already been used for preparation
amorphous carbon18 and successfully applied for preparatio
of fullerenes.19

Our simulation technique was the following. An ideal di
mond film consisting of 120 atoms was employed to mo
the substrate. The rectangular simulation cell was open a
the positivez axis ~@111# direction in our case! and periodic
boundary conditions were used inx andy directions. Atoms
in the bottom substrate layer were fixed at their ideal latt
positions, whereas the rest of the 96 atoms in the upperm
substrate layers were allowed to move with full dynami
To simulate the constant substrate temperature the kin
energy of the moveable atoms in the substrate were resc
in every time step. The velocity Verlet algorithm was used
determine the phase trajectories of the carbon atoms.
time step was chosen to be equal to 0.5 fs.

Before starting the deposition process the substrate
kept at a given temperature for 0.5 ps in order to make str
tural relaxation. The neutral bombarding atoms were r
domly placed inx and y directions above the substrate
near as possible, but not closer to any other atom than
cutoff distance of the potential. The initial velocities of bom
barding atoms were directed to the substrate. There is
thermal equilibrium so initial velocities were chosen usi
thev5@(2Ebeam/m)(1.220.4p)#1/2 simple relation, wherep
is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and
Directions were determined byu5120°1p360° and f
5p3360°, whereu and f are the polar angles andp is
again a random number. The frequency of the atomic inj
tion was f 51/125 fs21 on average. This flux is orders o
magnitude greater than the deposition rate usually applie
real experiments. We found however, that even at suc
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 193404
high flux the overheating effect of the surface~see, e.g.,
Kaukonen and Nieminen9! can be negligible and the low
energy evaporation can be modeled. The lower subst
temperatures applied in our simulations result in faster
ergy dissipation, which compensates for the high deposi
rate.

Six different structures were made: models construc
simulating 25 ps and 40 ps~denoted byL! injection times
and with average kinetic energyEbeam51 eV and 5 eV at
Tsub5100 K substrate temperature (e1T100, e5T100,
e1T100L, and e5T100L) and two other models by 25 p
injection,Ebeam51 and 5 eV energy with substrate tempe
ture of 300 K (e1T300,e5T300). In all cases the structure
were relaxed for 5 ps after the deposition. During this per
the substrate was kept at a constant temperature while
deposited networks were cooling down. The temperat
versus time relation of this non-equilibrium process is a ne
exponential function. The best fit was done according
Tfilm(t)5c1exp(at1b) K. The constant c5150 K was
chosen rather than 100 K, which has a false asymptotic
havior, but it gave better fit~anomalous relaxation!. Fitting
parameters for the e1T100L model are a5
20.000935 fs21 and b56.86 andc5150 K. The relax-
ation time ist'1 ps. The final structures of larger mode
(e1T100L ande5T100L) made by different bombarding en
ergies consist of almost the same number of atoms~177 and
172!, with thickness of 12.65 Å and 10.98 Å. Mode
e1T100, e5T100, e1T300, ande5T300 have 126–129 at
oms. Typical central processing unit~CPU! times of simula-
tions are about 50–70 days on DEC-Alpha workstations
snapshot of a film (e5T100L) is shown in Fig. 1 after relax-
ation. The substrate atTsub5100 K remained similar to
crystal lattice, while atoms left their position and the top
logical order became broken during growth atTsub
5300 K.

The time dependence of bond length and bond angle
viations were also investigated. In crystals, bond lengths
bond angles have only thermal disorder components. N
crystalline materials have an additional broadening contri
tion to the bond length and bond angle distribution result
from static disorder. First we calculated the standard de
tions s(tk) at discreettk in the following way:

s~ tk!5
A1

N (
j

N S dj~ tk!2

(
i 51

N

di~ tk!

N
D 2

,

whereN is the number of bonds anddi(tk) is the i th bond
distance. Values in the range 0.095 Å,sb,0.11 Å were
obtained for bond length deviations.~The indexb is for bond
length.! Similar calculations for bond angle deviations pr
vided sQ(tk) within an interval of 11.7° –12.8°. The contr
bution to standard deviation of thermal fluctuation was a
studied as a function of time using the following term:

s th~ tk!5A1

N (
i

N

@di~ tk!2^di&#2,
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where time averagêdi& of bonddi is used instead ofdi(T
50).

As expectedsb
th ~andsQ

th) versus time functions have a
exponential decay as shown in Fig. 2. At the beginning
relaxation, when the temperature of the film is about 1000
the thermal part of the fluctuation is important (sb'sb

th ,

sQ'sQ
th). At the end it plays only a minor role (sb@sb

th ,

sQ@sQ
th). Thesb

th ~andsQ
th) values as a function of tempera

ture show linear relationships, as displayed in Fig. 3. T
straight line does not intersect the origin because usu
^di&Þdi(T50).

FIG. 1. A snapshot of thee5T100L model is shown after
growth and relaxation. The substrate~open circles at the bottom! at
Tsub5100 K remained similar to the crystal lattice during growt
Black and gray atoms are fourfold and threefold coordinated,
spectively. The rest of the open circles correspond to twofold-
one onefold-coordinated atoms. For a color version see ht
www.phy.bme.hu/;kohary/aCfigures.html.

FIG. 2. As shown, expectedsb
th vs time functions have an ex

ponential decay. At the beginning of relaxation when the tempe
ture of the film is about 1000 K the thermal part of the fluctuation
important while at the end it plays only a minor role.
4-2
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For density calculations, two different volumes were d
fined: we will refer to them as cells for the total sample a
for the bulk. The bottom of the cells were 0.77 Å lower th
the bottom carbon atom in the amorphous network. This
almost at half bond distance between the upper substrat
oms and the bottom carbon atoms in the film. The top of
cells were determined differently. For the total sample
top of the cell was the highestz coordinate that occurs fo
atoms in the network. For the bulkz coordinate was less b
3 Å. Thex andy size of the cell was determined accordin
to two-dimensional periodic boundary conditions. Table
contains the densities of different models. Each row is
vided into two further rows. The upper rows constantly re
to the bulk and the lower rows refer to the total sample. F
bulk models the densities are always larger than for the t
sample. AtTsub5100 K bulk densities are between 2.7 a
3.0 g/cm3 except modele1T100L, where the density is
equal to 2.4 g/cm3. The reason for this lower density is th
a void appeared at the top of the network, which drastica

FIG. 3. sb
th in function of temperature shows a linear relatio

ship. The straight line does not intersect the origin because usu
^di&Þdi(T50).

TABLE I. It contains the number of atoms~No. C!, the percent-
age of atoms with different coordination numbers (Z), the average
coordination number̂Z&, the heightzd , and the densityr. The two
rows belong to bulk~top! and to the total~lower! sample, respec-
tively. For bulk models the densities are always larger than for
total sample.

Model No. C Z52 Z53 Z54 ^Z& zd ~Å! r (g/cm3)

e1T100 113 0.9 59.3 39.8 3.4 6.5 3.0
129 7.0 56.6 34.9 3.2 9.5 2.3

e5T100 124 4.8 58.1 37.1 3.3 7.7 2.7
129 7.0 55.8 35.7 3.3 10.7 2.0

e1T300 121 5.8 71.9 21.5 3.1 9.8 2.0
130 7.7 70.8 20.0 3.1 12.8 1.6

e5T300 92 0.0 68.5 31.5 3.3 6.3 2.3
126 11.1 64.3 24.6 3.1 9.3 2.1

e1T100L 160 5.0 65.0 30.0 3.2 11.0 2.4
177 9.0 62.1 27.1 3.1 14.0 2.1

e5T100L 151 2.0 55.6 42.4 3.4 9.4 2.7
172 4.7 56.4 38.4 3.3 12.4 2.3
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decreased the local density. AtTsub5300 K the structures
are less dense (2.0–2.3 g/cm3).

In Fig. 4 density profiles of two networks (e1T100 and
e1T300) are displayed perpendicular to the substrate
face. The arrows represent the layer positions of a per
diamond crystal. The difference in temperature between
substrates causes differences between memory effects.
structure on the surface at 100 K has a more pronoun
layering effect than the other network on substrate at ro
temperature. In the first 3 –4 Å thick layers over the@111#
surface thesp3 content is high due to the memory effect.
the rest of the bulk thesp2 content is dominant.

The two radial distribution functions~before and after re-
laxation! of any model are very similar, although peaks
the final structure seem to be a bit narrower and in the in
val of 1.6–2.2 Å there are less bond lengths after relaxat
In Fig. 5 partial distribution functionsJi , j of modele1T100L
can be seen, wherei, andj denote the coordination numbe
of the connected atoms. The average first-neighbor dista
are 1.43 Å, 1.52 Å, and 1.59 Å forJ3,3, J3,4, and J4,4,
respectively.

lly

e

FIG. 4. Density profiles of two growth films,e1T100 ~solid
line! and e1T300 ~dotted line!, are displayed perpendicular to th
substrate surface. Arrows represent the layer positions in a pe
diamond crystal. The difference in temperature between the
substrates causes a difference between memory effects.

FIG. 5. Partial distribution functionsJi , j can be seen wherei , j
note the coordination numbers of the connected atoms.J3,3, J3,4,
andJ4,4 peaks are shown. The average bond distances are 1.43

1.52 Å, and 1.59 Å, respectively.
4-3
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For bond counting we used a value of 1.85 Å as an up
limit of bond length inside the first coordination she
Table I shows the percentage of different coordinatio
There is no five- or sixfold atom. More than half of the atom
have thesp2 bonding configuration in the models, as show
in Table I. The average coordination numbers in the b
were slightly over the graphite coordination. The dominat
part of fourfold-coordinated atoms is near the substrate
the contribution to twofold-coordinated atoms is due to
atoms at the top of the amorphous network~see Fig. 1!. The
e5T100L model contains a onefold-coordinated carbon at
at the end of a chain. When comparing the average coo
nation numbers it is evident that there are no drastic dif
ences among the models simulated. An MD simulation
Kaukonen and Nieminen,9 using the classical empirical po
tential of Tersoff, shows that the same portion ofsp2 but the
sp:sp2:sp3 ratio is slightly different atTsub5300 K. At the
Ebeam51 eV beam energy 5.8:71.9:21.5 is the ratio in t
e1T300 model, while it is 19.0:73.2:6.7 in their case. O
sample has a higher portion of diamondlike atoms and
twofold-coordinated carbon atoms at the same condition

Angles can be analyzed in detail according to the coo
nation numbers of the neighbors and the center~e.g.,
C3-C4-C3, C4-C4-C4, etc.!. Atoms with sp3 local arrange-
ments have nearly the same average values in the C3-C4
C3-C4-C4, and C4-C4-C4 cases, which are around the te
hedral angle. Clear differences are observed forsp2 configu-
rations. C4-C3-C4 angles have much less average va
than the others. The latter average bond angles are clo
120°. It means that threefold-coordinated central atoms w
at least two C3 first neighbors are always near planar st
tures even if the third one is C4.

The ring statistics for our models were also calculated
fourfold ring was found in the sample made wi
gr

y
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Ebeam51 eV atTsub5100 K substrate temperature but the
was no threefold ring in our simulation. In the graphitic a
diamond network, sixfold, eightfold, etc., coordinations a
present. In our models even-numbered as well as o
membered rings can be found. It seems clear that lower b
energy shows less 4–7-membered rings than higher b
barding energy.

In summary, low-energy molecular dynamics simulatio
of atomic beam growth on a diamond@111# surface were
carried out using two different average carbon beam en
gies,Ebeam51 and 5 eV and two different substrate tempe
tures,Tsub5100 and 300 K. Six networks were prepared
atom deposition with periodic boundary conditions in tw
dimensions and the most important structural parame
were compared. Our aim was to construct large-scale am
phous carbon models of over 100 atoms by using quant
mechanical treatment. The atomic interactions were ca
lated by a well-tested tight-binding potential. The growin
process was described as in real experiments without
artificial model of energy dissipation;9,20 however, the depo-
sition rate was much higher than is usually applied in exp
ments. Other studies on the growth process use similar ra
On the basis of our time-dependent investigation we exp
that much lower deposit rates do not cause a significant
ference in our models. The influence of our lower substr
temperature is that the energy dissipation is faster and
slightly compensates for the high deposition rate. Unfor
nately, it is clear that real experimental rates cannot
implemented for computer simulation in the near future.
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